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Premise:
WHATEVER GOES TV is a 30 minute television program from the mind of Steve 
DiGennaro. It is a comedy sketch show at heart but it is unique in that the sketches 
are interwoven into an episodic narrative. Each episode’s sketches are inserted to 
move each distinctive plot line along to its conclusion. All shows close with the 
same event; our protagonist waking up at the start of his day, just having dreamt 
the entire episode. 
The show is a satirical and sometimes surreal look into the mind of a person who 
has a dream. It shows what the weight of having dreams and aspirations can do to 
one’s subconscious.  This is a comedy with many levels.  For those who just want 
to laugh and follow the exploits of familiar characters they’ve come to know and 
love, there are the sketches.  For those who like their laughs with something 
deeper, there’s the story line of each show that ties each vignette together for a 
bigger picture. Over the course of the series each personality will grow and fulfill 
their character arc.  The landscape of WHATEVER GOES TV is a mixture of 
reality and daydreams gone wild.

WHATEVER GOES TV’S  protagonist is a fictionalized version of the show’s 
creator Steve DiGennaro.  All of the other roles are played by a troupe of actors 
handpicked by Steve. Each actor showcases their unique talents by playing 
multiple roles throughout the series. Steve included.
Even though we may not share our hero’s dream of being a TV Show Host, we can 
all relate to his struggles and triumphs. Especially, when the triumphs come in such 
hilarious and subversive ways.

Show Episode Details:
The show uses such devices as flashbacks, flashforward’s and dream sequences to 
help tell the main story of each episode.

Our main character, Steve’s obsession with being a TV Show Host has driven him 
to the couch of a disinterested psychiatrist who is more interested in dissecting the 
contents of his sandwich than dissecting the contents of Steve’s stories.
Some of the events discussed during the session with the therapist is depicted in a 
flashback where we see Steve as a baby, played hilariously by Mr. DiGennaro in a 
diaper. We learn a key to the mystery that is Steve’s psyche when we learn what his 
first words were!
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Let’s face it, we all have found reading the news paper while going to the 
bathroom both useful and relaxing but WHATEVER GOES TV takes it to a whole 
new level with Toilet News Today. 

You can’t change a channel without running into 100 reality shows these days. It’s 
only fitting that WHATEVER GOES TV takes it’s turn by poking fun at the over 
populated genre of police shows with its very own, NYSCPD – The NY Shopping 
Cart Police Department.  

WHATEVER GOES TV, The Show Within The Show gives us a behind the scenes 
peak on what goes on when there are no cameras around.  The cast of crazy 
characters share their true feelings for Steve. Everyone from an obsessed, stalking 
crew member to a fed up producer can’t wait to let us know what’s on their mind. 
It appears that Steve may not be as ready as he would like to be, when it comes to 
his dream coming true.

Steve isn’t the only one who has TV show dreams.  A very self centered, conceited 
transgendered person named Vivacious Val has her/his own show on WHATEVER 
GOES TV called Transgender Agenda.  Here Val always finds a way to bring the 
topic, no matter what it is, back to her/himself.

Show Episode Details:
Crazy characters in ordinary situations and sane people in crazy situations are 
rampant on WHATEVER GOES TV.  Warped logic or lack thereof makes for 
situations that will tickle and maybe shock some. 

In Diagnosis: RMS we follow a married couple to the doctor’s office to discover 
that the wife has a disorder where her behavior during her menstrual cycle is 
backwards. She’s only pleasant when she has her period. 

The Fryers Club is a game show where ordinary people are put in the “hot seat” 
and are asked trivia questions for a chance to win great prizes. They are given 
electrical shocks by a hooded man when they fail to give the right answer.

Woody, a character played by another character named Brad Palmer both brought 
to life by Steve DiGennaro has the unfortunate problem of inappropriate arousal. 
Anything from a suit fitting to finding a good parking spot can make Woody 
“happy to see ya”. Confusing? Perhaps. Funny? Absolutely!
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We’ve all seen those annoying couples. The kind that are just so irritating. Well, 
nothing catches that phenomena better than the Lovey Dovey Duo.  This sketch 
holds a mirror to all of those over the top couples who are just “so much in love”! 
The kind of love that makes you want to throw up and then laugh.

There are psychics of all different skill levels. Sally, a rotund gal, may not be able 
to talk to your dead uncle or give you tomorrow’s winning lotto number but she 
can predict with 100% accuracy what you ate for dinner last night and all of the 
contents of your refrigerator.  Psychic Sally is the Medium who is an Extra Large!

Some of the main plot lines explore the dynamics between Steve and his stalker, 
Steve and the girl of his dreams, (they’re not the same girl) Steve and his nemesis, 
Steve’s nemesis and the girl of his dreams. You get the picture…  
And much, much more...
The stage is set for WHATEVER GOES TV to take off! The sky truly is the limit 
as to where this show can end up.
Another exciting aspect of WHATEVER GOES TV is that it is interactive. The 
show has strong ties to the World Wide Web and all Social Media. Fans will be 
able to participate in character outcomes and plot lines and even win walk on parts 
along with getting to submit their true stories that will be turned into sketches.     

www.WhateverGoesTV.com

www.youtube.com/user/whatevergoestv

http://www.myspace.com/whatevergoestv

www.Facebook.com   SEARCH for: Whatever Goes TV
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